Declaration on censorship in Venezuela at the website aporrea.org

Publication date: Friday 8 March 2019
Since 12 February, the electronic site of news and popular debates Aporrea.org <http://aporrea.org> has been blocked for access inside Venezuela by the state company CANTV - Movilnet.

Aporrea is one of the most active media at the service of the struggles of the Venezuelan people, with news and opinion articles from social movements and activism and from a diversity of organizations and currents of the Bolivarian revolution.

Considering very especially that, at this moment, Aporrea is one of the means in which the campaign against imperialist intervention in the country is expressed, the Fourth International considers that it is fundamental to cease this blockade and re-establish access to the Web page. At this moment, more than ever, the full democratic right of expression and access to information and opinions by the thousands of aporrea users constitutes an indispensable tool for sustaining the anti-imperialist struggle.

The Fourth International thus calls on all organizations of the left, democratic and anti-imperialist to join an international campaign for the end of the state blockade to aporrea.org <http://aporrea.org>, addressing letters and e-mails to:

the PP Ministry for Communication and Information @Mippci.

CANTV @ContactCantv

CONATEL @conatel

Nicolás Maduro, Presidencia de la República Bolivariana de Venezuela @NicolasMaduro @DPresidencia

With a copy to: Ministerio del Poder Popular para las Relaciones Exteriores @CancilleriaVE

Adopted unanimously by the International Committee

Amsterdam

6 March 2019

PS:
If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.